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Abstract

Using an extension of the influence-driven lobbying approach developed by
Grossman and Helpman, we study the impact of regional trading arrangements
(RIAs) on trade policy towards non-members in a three-good, three-country
model. We explore under what conditions the formation of an RIA between
countries A and B leads, through lobbying pressure, to a higher or lower tariff
against country C. Comparing free-trade areas (FTAS) with and without rules of
origin and customs unions (CUs) with varying degrees of economic and political
integration, we show how increasingly deep integration, both within an FTA and
a CU, can lead to rising protection against non-member imports. These results,
which abstract from two differences between FTAs and cus, namely the extent
of free-riding in a CU and the component of a cu's tariffs designed to improve
the members' terms of trade, need to be qualified accordingly. As they stand,
they nevertheless suggest that FTAs are likely to welfare-dominate cus.
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NON TECHNICAL SUMMARY
Interest in the consequences of regionalism is on the rise in spite of a fortuitous
ending to the Uruguay Round negotiations. Two sets of related issues have been
widely debated. First, is regionalism working hand-in-hand with multilateralism towards increasing global market integration or, instead, is it working at cross-purposes
by creating the potential for a division of the world into inward-looking blocks (the
`Fortress Europe' argument)? Second, does the evolution of the international trading
system depend on the type of regionalism being pursued, free-trade areas (FTAs) or
customs unions (cus)?
Answers to these questions are of crucial importance for the future path of the
world's trading system. It is not surprising that much has been recently written on
the subject, especially if one recalls that the early theoretical contributions of Viner,
Meade, Lipsey and others did not explicitly focus on how regional integration arrangements (RIAs) alter trade policy stances towards non-member countries. This is the
issue dealt with in this paper. Specifically, we consider how discriminatory regional
integration affects trade policy towards non-members, and whether the outcome depends on the RIA's institutional arrangement.
Previous investigations of the consequences of RIAs for the multilateral trading
system have followed two rather distinct approaches. One assumes that trade policy
decisions can be approximated through the maximization of a social welfare function; the other, that trade policy decisions are largely the reflection of pressure-group
activities. This paper uses the influence-driven approach to tariff formation which
combines the concerns of both approaches. Our formulation includes supply-side
general-equilibrium effects transmitted through wage-rate changes which affect lobbying activities and hence tariff policy. Compared to previous contributions in the
area, we apply a unified treatment to a wide range of institutional arrangements
with or without rules of origin (Roo) and CUs with varying degrees of economic
—FTAs
and political integration— leading to a better understanding of the link between those
institutional arrangements and the nature of equilibrium outcomes.
We study the effects of regional integration in a three-country model where each
country, (labelled A, B or C) produces and consumes three goods (labelled 1, 2 and
3). Country A is the least-cost producer of good 1; B is the least-cost producer of
2, and C of 3. Each country exports the good of which it is the least-cost producer
and imports the other two. Country C, the non-member, is large and sets its trade
policy independently from those of A and B, who impose import tariffs according
to the logic of the influence-driven approach. Because C's trade policies are taken
to be exogenous, we do not consider the issue of bloc size on the the bloc's relative
negotiation power vis-a-vis the outside world. Nor do we consider the possibility that

as tariffs share some of the characteristics of public goods, regional integration might
stimulate free-riding a la Olson in larger political markets.
We show that strategic interaction in an FTA with binding ROO —the lowest degree of integration— typically leads to asymmetric tariff equilibria in which one of
the FTA members has free trade whereas the other protects its import-competing
sector against C. Starting from there, the elimination of ROO (or any change in
the structure of member-country economies which makes them redundant) induces
the member country which previously had free trade to reimpose import barriers in
the import-competing sector, the final equilibrium being symmetric. Thus deepening
of integration of the FTA-type is likely to increase lobbying pressures against nonmembers.
Adopting a customs union, which is a further deepening of regional integration
compared to an FTA, leads through bargaining between member countries to a CET
that is higher than the symmetric tariff obtained in an FTA without ROOs. The last
step of regional integration, in which member-country lobbies merge into pan-union
lobbies (the CU's trade policy being determined by a central agency such as the European Commission) can be characterized by an even stiffer tariff against C. Whether
it will or not depends, inter alia, on the degree of asymmetry in economic structure
of member-country economies.
Thus, unlike most previous studies that suggest that protection against nonmember imports is likely to fall as lobbying power is diluted (because a surpanational
government would be more difficult to influence or because lobbies would fall increasingly victims of free-riding), our analysis suggests that deepening integration may not
be conducive to lower trade barriers against the rest of the world; in fact, it can lead
to stiffer protection.
While these outcomes are possible and formalize some of the concerns expressed
recently about the spread of regionalism on a worldwide basis, they should not be
interpreted as implying that deepening regionalism is necessarily biased in favour of
trade diversion. Regional integration also helps internalizing negotiation difficulties
encountered in multilateral settings with a large number of participants; moreover,
it can lead to the emergence of institutions contributing to the efficiency of markets,
institutions that would be too costly to set up without deep integration. Moreover, the dilution of lobbying power in a larger trading block could be a significant
countervailing force. Nonetheless, the results here give no indication that regional integration would systematically lead to a reduction in protectionist pressures against
non-members.

ii

A Customs Union or any regional trade bloc may be seen as a compromise between two groups of antagonists promoting seemingly irreconcilable
principles of policy: free traders and protectionists. Having made the compromise, the former are happy about the abolition of barriers in intra-bloc
trade, the latter about the continuation of barriers against extra-bloc imports.
Machlup (1977, p. 102)

1 Introduction
In spite of a fortuitous ending to the Uruguay Round negotiations, political interest
in regional integration has not waned, and it is an understatement to say that regional integration arrangements (RIAs) are flourishing the world over. No continent
is spared: Australia has an agreement with New Zealand, and according to a recent
tally (Harsmen and Leidy, 1994), one can count 78 of them. Two sets of related issues
have been debated. First, is regionalism working hand-in-hand with multilateralism
towards increasing global market integration, or is it working instead at cross-purposes
by creating the potential for a division of the world into inward-looking blocks (the
`Fortress Europe' argument)? Second, does the evolution of the international trading
system depend on the type of regionalism being pursued, free-trade areas (FTA) or
customs unions (CU)? Answers to these questions are of crucial importance for the
future path of the world's trading system. It is thus not surprising that much has
been recently written on the subject, especially if one recalls that the early theoretical
contributions of Viner, Meade, Lipsey and others did not explicitly focus on how RIAs
alter trade policy towards non-member countries.
On the issue of inward vs outward-looking regionalism, the recent literature has
followed two approaches, one assuming that trade-policy decisions can be approximated through the maximization of a social welfare function, the other that they are
largely the reflection of pressure-group activities.
Using the welfare-function approach, and following an influential paper on regional
blocks by Krugman (1991), several authors questioned whether regionalism could lead
to a rise in protection against non-member countries. Bond and Syropoulos (1993a,
1993b), and Bagwell and Staiger (1993a, 1993b) modelled the effects of an FTA on
third countries in a game-theoretic setting, while Winters (1994) further questioned
the effects of block size on the block's relative negotiation power vis-à-vis the outside
world, a theme further explored in Bond, Syropoulos and Winters (1996).
A number of interesting results have emerged from this literature. For instance,
an asymmetric expansion of blocks will be more beneficial to the members of a large
block. Under the assumption that blocks adopt trigger strategies, Bond and Syropoulos (1993b) show that the minimum supportable tariff rises with block size.
Comparing CUs and FTAs, Bagwell and Staiger (1993b) show that because of the
1

prospect of future market power in a cu, during the transition period, the tension
between bilateralism and multilateralism will be less in a CU than in an FTA.
This literature has yielded valuable insights, although it does not focus directly
on the political mechanisms which are increasingly recognized to play a central role
in the formulation of trade policy. This lacuna has just started to be addressed. In
several papers, Richardson (1993, 1995) considered political-economy issues arising
from the formation of RIAs. In a model using the political-support function approach
(Richardson, 1993), he observed that in an FTA, factors engaged in import-competing
industries would never find it in their interest to seek a tariff above the landed price
of partners' imports; this implies that an FTA is less likely to be trade diverting.
In another contribution that leaves out political-economy considerations (Richardson, 1995), he shows that competition for tariff revenue among FTA members will,
surprisingly, lead to free trade.
Grossman .and Helpman (1995), building on an approach (developed in Grossman
and Helpman, 1994) which they call the influence-driven motive for political contributions, to distinguish it from the electoral motive, explore the circumstances under
which an FTA is likely to succeed. They find that the partners' assent is most likely
when there is relative balance in potential intra-FTA trade and when the agreement
yields trade diversion rather than trade creation to most sectors. However, they
assume that post-FTA tariffs against non members remain at their pre-FTA levels,
whereas the determination of post-FTA tariffs is the central issue of this paper.
The distinction made earlier between the welfare-maximization and politicaleconomy approaches to trade policy naturally applies to the literature on FTAs vs
CUs as well. In a welfare-maximization setting, a CU is likely to result in tariffs at
least as high as those of an FTA simply because members of a CU can cooperate in
setting tariffs so as to improve their terms of trade. An FTA is then welfare-superior
to a CU from a global point of view.1
Political-economy arguments have also been considered in comparing CUs and
FTAs. So far attention has largely focussed on the asymmetry with respect to freeriding. Richardson (1994) and Panagariya and Findlay (1994) use a reduced-form
tariff-formation function to argue that there will be less lobbying and hence lower
protection against non-members in a CU, where incentives to free-ride a la Olson are
a matter of market size.
Besides integrating welfare and lobbying motives in tariff formulation settings,
the influence-driven approach which we use here has the advantage of grounding the
determination of political tariffs on 'first principles' (e.g. coalition-proof behaviour
of the lobbies, and shares and elasticities reflecting assumptions on preferences and
technology). We use to find out whether lobbying activity in an RIA increases the
likelihood that its members will raise protection against non-members? On the other
'Sinclair and Vines (1995) develop this argument. In the absence of market power, Dixit and
Norman (1980, p. 192) showed the superiority of a Cu over an FTA if CU members can rearrange
internal taxes.
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hand, we leave aside the (important) issue of the factors likely to contribute to successful negotiation of an FTA (see Grossman and Helpman, 1995 or Richardson, 1994).
When comparing FTAs with CUs, we also abstract from differences between these two
types of trading arrangements with respect to market power and the incentive to
free-ride in larger political markets.2
In relation to the existing literature, this paper has the following objectives. First,
welfare and political-economy reasons for protection are considered in a fairly general
3-good, 3-country general equilibrium model. Second, the implications of different
types of RIAs on protection against non-members are considered in an unified framework. Third, in contrast with most of the previous political-economy literature, we
show that under fairly plausible conditions deepening integration leads to higher protection against non-members.
We show that strategic interaction in an FTA with binding ROO —the lowest degree of integration— typically leads to asymmetric tariff equilibria in which one of the
FTA members has free trade whereas the other protects its import- competing sector
from C. Starting from there, the elimination of ROO (or any change in the structure
of member-country economies which would make them redundant) will induce the
member country which previously had free trade to reimpose import barriers in the
import-competing sector, the final equilibrium being symmetric. Adopting a customs
union, a further deepening of regional integration, will lead through bargaining between member countries to a CET that is higher than the symmetric tariff obtained in
an FTA without ROO. The last step of regional integration, in which member-country
lobbies merge into pan-union lobbies (the CU's trade policy being determined by a
central agency such as the European Commission) can be characterized by an even
stiffer tariff against C; whether it will depends, inter alia, on the degree of asymmetry
of member-country economies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we sketch a
model in which, as in Findlay-Wellisz (1982), lobbying is carried out by fixed factors
(consumers do not lobby). 3 We also derive the basic expression for the politicallydetermined tariff. In section 3, we set up a simple 3-country, 3-good model that we use
to examine the effects of regional integration on trade policy towards non-members.
In section 4, we analyze FTAs with and without rules of origin, whereas section 5 is
devoted to CUs with varying degrees of integration, comparing their implications with
those of FTAs. Finally section 6 offers concluding remarks.
2 As discussed by Bilal (1995) in a recent survey of the political-economy literature on regional
integration, the evidence is mixed on whether incentives to free-ride increase or fall with market
(group) size.
3The full model is presented in Cadot, de Melo and Olarreaga (1996) who extend the approach
used by Grossman and Helpman (1994) to include supply-side general equilibrium interactions via
wage adjustments and a more general demand structure.
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2 Lobbying in a Ricardo-Viner model
We are interested in the effects of the formation of an RIA on protectionist pressures
against non-member countries. This requires knowledge of the determinants of the
structure of protection, and of the response of lobbies to the exogenous change in
tariff structure brought about by an RIA. We develop each component in turn. Take
a small open economy with n 1 sectors, sector 0 serving as numeraire. Individuals
have different endowments but identical tastes represented by a strongly separable
utility function of the form:
U = Co

+ E uk(ck)
k=1

•

(1)

where co is consumption of the numeraire good, and the uk 's (k = 1, 2, ..., n) satisfy
the usual properties. Each good is produced using a specific and a mobile factor with
a constant-returns to scale technology. All industries are perfectly competitive. The
owners of specific factors, who are imperfectly diversified, are organized into industry
lobbies. Labour is not organized, and consumer interests are not represented in
lobbying activities. 4 Factor-specific ownership concentration generates lobbying as
suggested by the distributive properties of the Ricardo-Viner model. As the wage
rate equilibrates the labour market, protectionist policies have spillover effects across
sectors, as in Dixit and Grossman (1986).5
All lobbies move simultaneously as multiple principals in the political game by
facing their common agent —the government— with contribution schedules Ck(q),
(k = 0, 1, n) conditioned on the vector q of domestic prices. The government then
sets tariffs (i.e. domestic prices) which are best responses to the lobbies' contribution
schedules. Formally, the government maximizes:
V (q)

= E Ck (q) aW (q)

(2)

k=0

where Ck (q) is lobby k's contribution schedule and W(q) is social welfare.
Let rk [qk ; Kk; w(q)] be the restricted profit function for sector k where Kk is the
amount of sector k's fixed factor (`capital'). Profits in sector k depend only indirectly
on prices in other sectors, through the endogenous adjustment of the wage rate w.
Following Bernheim and Whinston (1986) we require contribution functions to be
truthful, which implies that
Ck (q) = max {0; r k [q k ;

w ( q )] — bk}

4 There is evidence supporting our assumption of 'silent' consumers. Vaubel (1994) notes that
European pressure groups have increased rapidly, with about 55 percent of lobbies representing
industry, followed by commerce, the professions and other services. It is noteworthy that only seven
of the 500 or so lobbies represent consumers or environmentalists.
5 The interaction between lobbies is thus generated by cost spillovers whereas in Grossman and
Helpman it is generated on the demand side as lobbies take into account the effect of price changes
on consumer surplus. Helpman (1995) also assumes that the wage rate is fixed.
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for some nonnegative constant bk . Combining the equation above with (2), the
for an optimum of the government's objective function in sector k is:
Vk

av(q)
aqk

n air

aqk

aw
a---

0

FOC

(3)

aqk

where the subscript s = 0,1,2, ..., n indexes sectors. It can be shown (see appendix)
with world price normalised at unity, the government's FOC is then:
aw

Vk = [Yk — i--1 +a (tk
aqk

amk +

aqk

L
w)
E tams
saw aqk

0

(4)

where £ is the total labour force, while y k and m k ck — y k are respectively sector
k's output and net imports. The term in square brackets represents the influence
of political factors in the determination of sector's k tariff rate, while the term in
parenthesis represents the influence of efficiency (i.e. second-best) factors. Expression
(4) states the main result from applying the political contribution approach to tariff
determination in a Ricardo-Viner setting. Rewriting it in elasticity form gives
Yk

tk
[1 — Ek ak]
+ a — (O k y k eT — erEy s t s y s Itk = 0

Ak

qk

s=0

(5)

'k and 0k are shares, while ekn , Er and it s are elasticities. Specifically,
a k = 71.4 I q k y k is the wage share in sector k's revenue, Ak = tk le is sector k's share in
total employment, and 0k mk/yk is its import/output ratio, e'kn = a log m k / a log qk
is the price elasticity of import demand, er = a log w / a log qk is the price elasticity
of the wage rate, and p s = a log y s / a log w is the wage elasticity of supply in sector

where ak ,

s. Note that 0 < ekv < 1, EZ/ < 0, and ps < O.
Rearranging (5), the basic expression for tariff determination is thus:
tk

1 + tk

qk

[1 — akl
a (Er E s Ps ts ysItkyk — Okekn)

(6)

where once again the term in parenthesis (resp. brackets) represents the role of
efficiency (resp. political) effects. Expression (6) and extensions are discussed in
Cadot, de Melo and Olarreaga (1996). Note that an increase in Er, the elasticity
of the wage rate to the domestic price of good k, has two opposite effects on the
endogenous level of tk . On one hand, a larger Er means that the cost imposed by
a tariff in sector k on other sectors is larger, raising their incentive to lobby against
it; this tends to reduce the numerator on the right-hand side of (6). On the other
hand, a larger Er also increases second-best arguments for a tariff in sector k, since
a change in tk has a larger effect in reducing production distortions in other sectors.
This works to reduce the denominator on the right-hand side of (6).
In the remainder, we use a 3-country, 3-good trade model where regional integration takes place by tariff elimination on partner imports and members continue to
5

determine endogenously their tariff on non-members imports according to (6). To
simplify, we assume that the weight given to social welfare in (3) is identical across
countries (unless otherwise noted).

3 Modelling regional trade liberalization
We now examine the effects of RIAs on protectionist pressures against non-members;
this section introduces the model and notation used later on. We consider two broad
types of agreements in turn: FTAs, in which member countries set their trade policy
towards third countries independently, and CUs, in which member countries adopt
a common external tariff (CET). As the ability of member-country governments to
set trade policy independently in an FTA can be severely restricted by commodity
arbitrage within the FTA, we further subdivide FTAs into two categories, depending
on whether or not they include rules of origin (R00).6
We structure our discussion of RIAs as a progression from lower to higher degrees
of integration among member countries. Thus, we start with FTAs with ROO, and
then turn to FTAs without ROO. Next, we analyze customs unions (CUs) with two
variants: (i) a two-step procedure, the first step of which is a lobbying game in each
member country, the second being the determination of the common trade policy
by member-country governments acting cooperatively; (ii) special-interest lobbies of
member countries merge into pan-union lobbies, and their activity is directed to a
central agency in charge of the common trade policy. Obviously, (ii) corresponds to
a higher degree of integration.
Framework and notation. We consider a three-country world where each country,

(labelled A, B or C) produces and consumes three homogeneous goods (labelled 1, 2
and 3). Country A is the least-cost producer of good 1; B is the least-cost producer
of 2, and C of 3. Each country exports the good of which it is the least-cost producer
and imports the other two, so that the trade pattern is as in Meade (1955), although
none of the trading countries specializes in production. There are no transport costs
and the goods are considered homogenous. As we abstract from any interaction with
C, it is convenient to think of C as the rest of the world with an unchanging trade
policy. A and B impose import tariffs according to the logic of section 2. In each
country, the export industry cannot lobby for subsidies, but does lobby against import
tariffs in other sectors.
Given that export subsidies are ruled out, bilateral trade liberalization between A
and B in the three-good model makes the tariff on good 3 the only remaining tradepolicy instrument. Thus, after an RIA has been formed, no second-best argument
remains for such a tariff, which must be based on lobbying only. Given our focus
on politically-determined tariffs, this is a convenient framework. Compared with the
6 The analysis applies indifferently to the formation or to the enlargement of FTAS or cus.
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contributions discussed in the introduction, our use of a three-good model avoids
some of the particularities of two-good models (e.g. specialized trade patterns where
one member does not trade with C).7
The following notation is used throughout. Superscripts i and j refer to countries
A and B. As we concentrate the analysis on market 3, we drop the subscript 3 on all
variables. We also define "42 as the value of q t , the domestic price of good 3 in country
i, at which j's supply meets i's import demand for good 3, i.e. y i (4i ) + y ; (4i ) = ci(4i).
Finally, let q(z) be the initial (pre-RIA) level of the domestic price of good 3 in country
i, and ql its (post-RIA) equilibrium value.

4 Free Trade Areas
Abstracting from general-equilibrium effects operating via wage-rate adjustment (considered later), the degree and pattern of protectionism of FTA members against C is
determined by the conflicting influences of three forces. First is the elimination of
second-best arguments for a tariff on good 3 after trade liberalization in sectors 1 and
2, which works to reduce the optimal degree of protection in sector 3. Second is the
discontinuity of the tariff-revenue function which creates an incentive for each member
country to undercut the tariff of its partner. Third is the discontinuity of the political
contribution functions which reduces each member country's incentive to undercut
the tariff of its partner. How these forces interact turns out to depend on supply
and demand conditions within the area. The resulting equilibria are characterized in
propositions 1-3.
Rules of origin (ROO) are common in RIAs. In FTAs, they are used to prevent
trans-shipment of goods between member countries with different levels of protection
against third-country imports. However, ROO cannot prevent producer arbitrage between member countries as the output of the low-protection country can be sold in the
high-protection one, the former's demand being met by imports from non-members.
This implies that the tariff-revenue and contribution functions are discontinuous.
Consider first the tariff-revenue function. As shown by Richardson (1995), its
discontinuity stems from the fact that when q 2 < q3 , as i's output is entirely shipped
to j —i's consumption being met by imports from .C— i collects tariff revenue on ci,
whereas j collects tariff revenue only on c3 — y t — y3 . If and only if prices are equal in
both countries, is there no incentive for any country's producers to sell their output
on their partner country's market, so each member imports only from .C, collecting
tariff revenue on all of its imports, but not more. The tariff-revenue function T in an
FTA with ROO is thus:
7 Llyod (1982) argues forcibly for the advantages of 3 x 3 models over the more commonly used
3 x 2 models.
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qi)

(qi) = (qz. – p)ct
ffor qi qj
Tz
for qt = q3
A (q2 ) = (qt – p)(c2 – y 2 )
i (qi ) = (q1 – p)(ci – y i – y3 ) for q i > qj

(7)

where y' and y j are all evaluated at qi.
Let Wt (q1 ) = Wz [qz ,T2 (qi)], W2 (472 ) = Wz [qt ,T2 (q2 )] and 1/0(q i ) =
be the welfare functions obtained when tariff revenue is collected according to Ti,
Ti or Ti respectively. Observe that as T2 , Ti and T2 are continuously differentiable
functions, so are W i , Wi and Wi ; furthermore, the latter are all monotone decreasing
functions of qi over [p, oo).
As for political contributions, when qi q', producers in i ship all their output to
j, so that i's domestic price is irrelevant to them and political contributions in i are
zero. In other words, i's producers free-ride on the contributions of j's producers.8
When qt > q3 political contributions in i are C2 (q2 ) as defined in section 2. A subtlety
arises when qi = q3 . If m3 (q3 ) > yz (q3 ), producers in i can sell all their output in j
and do not need to lobby their government to sustain profits since, if qt were to be
reduced, they would just switch sales to j. Therefore contributions are zero. If, on the
other hand, mi (TO y i (qi ), producers. in i recognize that a tariff in j is not enough
to sustain their profits at the level rt (q3 ), so they contribute to their own government
along the lines discussed in section 2. Thus the (discontinuous) contribution function
is. 9
C i (q i , qi ) = {

qt
••
Cz (72 ) elsewhere.

0

for either

< q' or qt = q' and m3 (qi ) yi(qj)

(8)

Putting these together, i's objective function is:
afk i (q i )
_
for qi < qj
Vi (qi , q3 ) = 1 1,C (qt ) + aWi(qi ) for qt = qi
Ci(qi ) + aWi (qi )
for qi > qj

(9)

where 1; is an indicator function taking on the value one when mj (qj ) < y i (q i ) and
zero otherwise. For brevity, let V i (q i ) = C i (q i ) -I- aW i (q i ) and 4 i = argmax Vi(qi),
and similarly let V i (q i ) = Ci(qi) + aWi (qi) and q= argmax V i (q i ). Note that
V i and V i are both continuously differentiable and concave functions. Recalling
that superscripts refer to countries, all variables pertaining to sector 3, and letting
8 Here producers are not allowed to lobby foreign governments, so i's producers do not lobby in
j either. In practice, it can be argued that nothing prevents transborder lobbying by producers,
although lobbying of foreign governments is usually done through local subsidiaries rather than
directly. Allowing for this would increase protectionism towards the rest of the world in the highprotection partner as shown in Bandyopadhay and Wall (1995).
9 We thank Martin Richardson for pointing out the discontinuity of the contribution function.
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of = [1 — Ew,i ai l Ai,j ,i0 4i satisfies:

4i — P
4i

= .

fli

.

at [W E ' + {(Y l iY)[e v 'i + q= /(4 i — P)]} — 6/iem'i].

(10)

Expression (10) will be used to characterize the post-FTA lobbying equilibrium of the
high-protection member country in asymmetric equilibria. (10) differs from (6) in
that second-best terms have disappeared, while an additional tariff-reducing term (in
curly brackets) has appeared due to trade diversion. This term captures free-riding
from producers in j who can sell at a higher price in i without contributing to the
political determination of that higher price.11
Similarly, 44 satisfies:
qi P
.
4-t

=

fii

. .
. .,
a(pie tu, ' — 02E77'4)

(11)

As the only difference between (10) and (11) is the elimination of the positive tradediversion term from the denominator of the latter, it is clear that q i > 4 i . Expression
(11) will be used to characterize the post-FTA lobbying equilibrium in symmetric
equilibria; it will also be a useful benchmark in the determination of the common
external tariff of customs unions. In the remainder of this paper, we will suppose
that both if and '4' are larger than p but smaller than i's autarky price for i = A, B,
as corner solutions are here of no particular interest.
To characterise the FTA equilibrium, it is convenient to adopt the following classification. Country i will be called a surplus member if its import demand can be
satisfied by its partner's output at the world price, i.e. if mi (p) < yi (p). Note that
the domestic price of a surplus member cannot exceed that of its partner, as any
positive price differential qi .— q3 > 0 would trigger instantaneous arbitrage, bringing
q2 back to equality with q3 . Likewise, country i will be called a deficit member if
its import demand (for good 3) cannot be satisfied by its partner's output at the
world price, i.e. if mi (p) > Op). Unlike a surplus member, a deficit member can
have a higher price than its partner. Note that even when both partners are surplus
members vis-a vis each other, the FTA continues to be a net importer of good 3 from
C
We are now ready to characterize the equilibrium level of protection of sector 3
in an FTA with ROO. There are two types of equilibria: with free-riding in political
contributions and without free-riding. Proposition 1 groups the equilibria with freeriding, which occur when at least one FTA partner is a deficit member. This includes
two cases: either both countries are deficit members (`Double-Deficit' case) or one
partner is a deficit member and the other is a surplus member (`Deficit-Surplus' case).
'In Cadot et al. (1996), it is shown that when all wage elasticities of labour demand are equal
across sectors, then gi is the share of capital in sector 3 in country i.
11 Note that free-riding is not related to group size as in e.g. Olson (1965).
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Proposition 2 applies to FTAs without free-riding, which occur when both partners
are surplus members (`Double-Surplus' case). Without loss of generality, let i be the
surplus member in the 'Deficit-Surplus' case.
Proposition 1 In an FTA with rules of origin:

• Under Double Deficit, the FTA equilibrium is asymmetric and generically unique,
with q„2 = p (free trade in i) and q;7, > min{ 43 , 43 } (positive protection in j) for
some i, j.
• Under Deficit-Surplus, the deficit member's equilibrium price is q .1, = p (free
trade) and the surplus member's equilibrium price is = 42} (positive
protection).
Proof We start with the Double Deficit case. Suppose that qt = q3 = q > p. By
hypothesis, m i (p) > Op), for i, j = A, B. Observe that in an FTA, qt = q3 = q
implies that q < min {-4i ,4i }; it follows that for any feasible price q, m2 (q) > y3(q).
Therefore l j = 0 for j = A and j = B. Then Vi (q) = al/172 (g) < aWi (p) = aWi(p)
for i = A, B. As a Wi
s (p) is attainable and dominates aWi (g), q cannot be optimal.
Thus there can be no symmetric equilibrium with positive protection. Clearly, (p, p)
is not an equilibrium either, unless corner solutions (if = p) hold for both A and B.
It follows that any equilibrium (with interior solutions to the political problem)
must be asymmetric. We now show that in any asymmetric equilibrium, the lowprotection country has free trade with C. Suppose not, so p < g2 < q3 , with the
labelling arbitrary. As qi < qj , Ci (qi , qi ) = 0 so Vi (gi , qj ) = a1/172 (q2 ). As W2 is a
decreasing function of q' on [p, oo), no qt > p can be optimal, and any asymmetric
equilibrium must involve free trade for one country.
Finally, we show that the equilibrium is generically unique. Any asymmetric
equilibrium of the form (qt = p, g3 > p) must satisfy the following two incentive
constraints:
C/i(gi)

alki(p)

V' ( q')

aW3(P)•

(12)
(13)

Inequality (12) ensures that i has no incentive to leapfrog j and set an even higher
tariff —recall that Wi (p) = W i (p), which is i's equilibrium payoff— while (13) ensures
that j has no incentive to eliminate its own tariff, which would bring Wj (p) = Wj (p).
Define as a critical value of qt , = min {q > p : Vi (g) aW t (p)}. Under global
concavity of Vi , gic is unique. Observe that, by construction, V i is decreasing at qic,
so that q'c > 4'. Without loss of generality, we suppose throughout the remainder of
this part of the proof that q cA < qB.
Suppose first that max {qA, qB } < B. We claim that the unique equilibrium is
qB = q, and q = max{qA, 4B } (If 47 > qc13 then
of the form (p, q) where (I A =
p,
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the unique equilibrium is of the form (q,p)with q = max {qB, 411 }). To see this,
A verifies
observe that any q > qc
< aW A (p), which is condition (12), whereas
any q < qB verifies V B (q) > aW B (p), which is condition (13). Therefore any pair
(p, q) such that q E {qA , qB] satisfies (12) and (13). If 4 B < qA V B is decreasing in
q on [q', q B ] and the unique equilibrium is (p, qA).
B is decreasing in
4B >
q on [4B , 413 ] and the unique equilibrium is (p, 4 B ). (Identical reasoning holds when
q .13 < q.A .) If ticit < qB, then [q',
qB] is nonempty, so the equilibrium exists. Finally, if
and only if qA = q B , the equilibrium is not unique, as labels are arbitrary.
Consider now the case where qB < max {q", q
"B j) .Then the equilibrium is q A = qB,
q B = p. To see this, observe that although q A = 4 B violates constraint (12), clearly
no deviation by B above q A is feasible. As q B = p satisfies constraint (13), qA
q B = p is an equilibrium. Combining these, if qA < 3
=
(qA

max { q4 ;49) if 4 B > max {qA; 4B}
otherwise.
(e ;73)

(13;

(14)

The proof of the second statement is more straightforward. Let i be the surplus
member, so m 2 (p) < y 3 (p) implies q t q3 . Suppose q i = q' > p. As m i (p) yi(p),
Ci (q 2 ) = 0, so V i (q t ) = aWi(qi) < aW 2 (p). Therefore q 2 is not optimal for i and no
symmetric equilibrium with positive protection exists. Consider now any equilibrium
of the form p < qi < . In i, contributions are zero and tariff revenue is 71 '; so the
objective function of is . government is aW i (qi ). As W i is a decreasing function of qi
over [p, oo), clearly no q t > p can ever be optimal for i; it follows that any equilibrium
must involve q 2 p for some i. Fix q i = p for i E {A, B). If .73 > p,V 3 (q3 ) = V3(q3).
As V i (4 i ) > aW i (p) by assumption, it follows that q i = p can never be optimal; so
any equilibrium involves free trade in i and positive protection in j.
As for uniqueness, observe that any q 3 E [p, of satisfies incentive constraint (13),
but only q' = 4 3 is optimal for j, if feasible. Therefore the unique equilibrium is
q 2 p, q 3 = min {4 3 , 43 } .
0
The intuition of the first part of Proposition 1 (Double Deficit case) is that
since neither member can satisfy its partner's import demand, producers in the lowprotection country, who can sell all their output in the high-protection country, have
no incentive to contribute. Thus the objective function of the low-protection country
reduces to its welfare function; as welfare is decreasing in the tariff, the low-protection
country goes to free trade. The identity of the high- and low-protection member
countries is determined by the order of the critical values qA, qB, and 4B , and is
unaffected by the initial (pre-FTA) policy stances. The intuition of the second part
(Deficit-Surplus case) is very similar, except that the low-protection country is now
necessarily the surplus member, as the domestic price of a surplus member cannot
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exceed that of its partner.12
Turn now to a situation with no incentives to free-ride in contributions. Under
Double Surplus, both members meet each other's import demand at the world price.
Therefore arbitrage on market 3 forces the governments of A and B to set the same
price (q„i =
= q*).

Proposition 2 In an FTA with rules of origin, if both countries are surplus members,
there is a continuum S of symmetric FTA equilibria. The Pareto-dominant equilibrium
is q„ = min {-4-A,-4-B}.

Proof Observe first that m3 (p) < (p) implies q3 qi , while m i (p) < y' (p) implies
< q3 ; therefore qi = q3 and any equilibrium must be symmetric.
Let Si = [p, 41, and S = SA n SB . Consider a candidate equilibrium qA = qB =
q > p; under Double Surplus, C i (q) = C i (q), so Vi (q) = (q), i = A, B. Clearly, in
a Double-Surplus FTA, arbitrage prevents any government from raising its domestic
price above that of its partner; so no deviation above q is feasible. If country i deviates
to some qi < q, arbitrage reduces q' to qi (domestic prices in the area remain equal no
matter what), so i's deviation payoff is Vi (qi ). Therefore payoffs are left-continuous
at q. By construction, Vi (qi ) is a monotone increasing function of q i on Si ; so if
q E S i , no deviation down is profitable to i, and any q E S is an equilibrium. But, by
the same argument, q.. = max S = min {qA , 4 B } Pareto-dominates all other equilibria
in S.

0
The interesting feature of this case is that the tariff-setting game admits a continuum of symmetric Nash equilibria bounded above by{ minqB},
}, and that the
Pareto-dominant equilibrium is the most protectionist in the feasible range. Thus,
surprisingly, the case where arbitrage is strongest and therefore prevents trade diversion (defined here as one of the FTA members displacing C as the source of its
partner's imports of good 3) is not necessarily conducive to low degrees of protection
in sector 3. Although the common level of protection is not necessarily higher than
that of the most protectionist country in the cases covered by Proposition 1, here
neither member has free trade. 13
12 If A and B were symmetric except for the weight a on welfare in their respective governments'
objective functions, the most protectionist country (the one with the lowest value of a) would be
the one to protect under Double Deficit (a Surplus-Deficit pattern is ruled out by the assumption of
symmetry).
13Again, if A and B were symmetric except for the value of a, the least protectionist member (the
one with the highest a) would dictate the common level of the tariff.
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Finally, consider the case of FTAs without R00. 14 In the absence of ROO, any
price differential within the area induces direct arbitrage through trans-shipment of
imports of good 3 originating from C; so, as in the Double-Surplus case, no price
differential can be sustained, and the equilibrium set is identical.
Proposition 3 In an FTA without rules of origin, the set of symmetric equilibria

is S, and = min

Proof Let

{e, 4-B } is the Pareto-dominant equilibrium.
(qi)

(q i — p)(ci + ci — y i — yi).

The tariff-revenue function is now
i (q i ) for qi < qj
Ti (qi , qi ) = {t
Tz (q2 ) for qi = q3
0
for qt > ql

(15)

where ci , yi and yj are all evaluated at qi . Let Wi (qi ) be the welfare function associated
with Tt (qt ) and let 4' = argmax W2 . Observe that, under Ti , tariff revenue is collected
on more than i's own imports, so that 4 i can be higher than p. (In other words, unlike
, 4 2 is not necessarily monotone decreasing on [p, oo].) The political-contribution
function is:
{ 0 . . for qi. < qj.
Ci (qi , qi ) =
(16)
C(q) for qz > q3
Combining (15) and (16), the objective function of government i is now
aWi(qi)
for qi < qj
Vi (qi ,qj )= 1 V(qi )
for qi = q2
C2 (qi) + aWi (qi , 0) for q2 > qJ

(17)

where 170(qi , 0) is the welfare function of i when no tariff revenue is collected at all.
Consider now any candidate equilibrium, which because of arbitrage must be symmetric; and call q the common FTA price. No unilateral deviation above q is feasible,
whereas any deviation below q preserves the uniqueness of the price. Therefore, as
before, each country's payoff function is Vz (qt ), it follows directly that the equilibrium
range is S and that the Pareto-dominant equilibrium is q„ = max S.
0

Propositions 1-3 have neglected general equilibrium effects via wage-rate adjustments. Recall that with the formation of the FTA, sectors which compete with imports
14 Although ROO are prevalent in FTAS, their effectiveness can be severely undermined by smuggling,
particularly in FTAs among developing countries with weak fiscal authorities.
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from within the FTA shrink (2 in A and 1 in B), releasing labour. The resulting downward pressure on the wage rate lowers production costs in sector 3, which expands
and, through truthfulness, gains political weight as well —see equation (5). This effect biases the overall lobbying equilibrium in favour of stiffer trade protection against
C, unless sector 3's expansion is so strong as to reduce 4i below 4i. Thus, generalequilibrium repercussions of the RIA on the sector which competes with the rest of
the world are likely to lead to stronger protectionist pressures in that sector.
However, this does not imply that i's tariff in sector 3 necessarily goes up after i
joins an FTA. Whether it will or not depends on the balance between three conflicting forces: the general-equilibrium effect just outlined, the elimination of second-best
arguments for a tariff on good 3 due to free trade in goods'l and 2 (traded within the
area), and, for the high-protection member, the reduction in tariff revenue induced by
trade diversion in sector 3 (imported tariff-free from the area's low-protection member).
It is worthwhile at this point to compare our results with those in the literature.
Richardson (1993) considers the formation of what we call here a Surplus-Deficit
FTA where, initially, the surplus member is the high-protection country. He shows
that when the tariff is politically determined in the surplus member (and remains
exogenously constant in the deficit member) trade diversion will lead to a lower level
of post-FTA protection in the surplus member. Proposition 1 generalizes Richardson's
result to show that in any FTA with at least one deficit member, at least one of the
FTA's members —though not necessarily the deficit one— will reduce its protection
of sector 3 when joining. That country will in fact go all the way to free trade. By
contrast, the other member's tariff may increase if it is endogenously determined.
(This will be true when the general-equilibrium 'wage effect' is sufficiently strong and
when trade diversion is sufficiently small.)
In a model without lobbying and with large and symmetric countries, Richardson
(1995) suggests that in the presence of ROO, competition for tariff revenue leads
to free trade in both countries, a Bertrand-type paradox. Such an outcome is not
possible here, unless the lobbying problem of both member countries admits a corner
solution at free trade. The reason is the following. Any country adopting free trade
in equilibrium must be, by Proposition 1, a deficit member. By the definition of a
deficit member, political contributions in that country are zero unless its domestic
price is strictly higher than that of its partner. As the equilibrium is constructed
so as to eliminate any incentive to leapfrog, no deficit member has any incentive to
deviate away from free trade. 15 If both countries in the FTA are surplus members,
or, equivalently, in the absence of ROO (possibilities not considered by Richardson)
Proposition 2 shows that arbitrage on market 3 eliminates any gain from deviating
away from a symmetric positive-protection equilibrium.
15 We

are grateful to Martin Richardson for pointing this out.
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5 Customs Unions
In FTAs, arbitrage ensures that the equilibrium domestic price of good 3 is identical
in both countries only when no ROO are imposed or when both countries are surplus
members. In a CU, by contrast, the domestic price of good 3 is necessarily the same
in both members because they agree to harmonize their external tariffs into a CET.
How the latter will be determined in turn depends on the institutional setup and on
the degree of political integration. One can envision two extreme cases. In the event
of 'shallow' integration, the CU's trade policy reflects bargaining between membercountry governments, themselves subject to lobbying pressure according to the logic
of section 2. Thus the CET reflects cooperation between member countries, but not
integration of their economies. By contrast, under 'deep' integration, the CU's trade
policy is determined by a pan-union agency (such as the European Commission) subject to influence by pan-union lobbies (such as UNICE, the EU's employers' federation,
EUROFER, its steel lobby, and so on). One could think of shallow integration as representative of a Common Market and deep integration of an economic (and political)
union. We consider both cases in turn.

5.1 Shallow integration
Suppose that the governments of A and B agree on a cooperative solution for the
CET, and then bargain over how they share the benefits of cooperation via monetary
transfers, 16 the 'disagreement point' being and FTA. 17 Several mechanisms —such
as the Nash bargaining solution or Rubinstein alternative-offer bargaining— can be
envisaged for how the surplus is shared. As we are concerned here with the nature
of the cooperative solution rather than by how its benefits are shared, we need not
specify the actual bargaining procedure. We thus simply characterize the cooperative
solution to the tariff-determination problem under the constraints that no tariff other
than on good 3 is allowed (free trade within the block) and that the external tariff on
good 3 must be common. As noted by Grossman and Helpman (1993), the problem
thus defined is solved as if a common agency was maximizing the sum of membercountry governments' welfare functions, although the two economies do not actually
merge.18
The cooperative tariff-determination problem defines a first-order condition similar to (5). For the sake of simplicity, we continue to assume throughout this section
"The plausibility of such transfers is discussed in Grossman and Helpman (1993), who observe
that the Eu's Common Agricultural Policy, for instance, is riddled with such payments.
17It is clear that the final outcome depends on the type of FTA we consider as the disagreement
point.
18 By contrast, in the next section (deep integration) the two economies will integrate, leading to
a different problem for the common agency. Our problem in this section is also different from the
one considered by Grossman and Helpman, as the two countries in their setting bargain only over
the tariffs they impose on each other's exports.
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that the welfare parameter a is the same in both countries before the CU is formed.
Let t„ be the CET on good 3 and q, the corresponding common domestic price. The
first-order condition for tariff determination —see (5)— is thus:
E yi

[fii

miew,i)] = 0

(18)

q

i=A,B

\
) stand for A's share in the CU's output of good 3, the basic
Letting 7y =
expression for the CET under shallow integration is:
yA/(yA y13

(1

1 + t„ a [1,( pA Ew,A

OA Em,A)

_

(1

...),y)(itBew,B

9BEm,B)1

(19)

which is a convex combination of t o and fB as defined in (11). Thus, we have:

Proposition 4 Under shallow integration, the

CU 's CET reflects the preferences of
the member country that is largest in sector 3. It is always higher than the equilibrium
tariff of Double-Surplus (or no-R00) FTAs, and may be higher than the tariff of the
high-protection members in other FTA5.

Proof First, let O i

and (I) = yy O A + (1 — y) 413 . Observe that
ti = O i /O i , whereas t = B/(I). Using this, t can be expressed after some rearrangement
as
= —13i,

t, (21

t o + (1

7Y`kA ) fB

It is apparent that as 7y increases, t, tends towards IA , and vice versa. Second, as
t., is a convex combination of t o and fB , t, > min
P} unless t o = . Finally,
suppose, without loss of generality, that t o > fB . As t i > i = A, B, whenever
the equilibrium tariff of the high-protection member of a Double-Deficit or SurplusDeficit FTA (Proposition 1) is ti , t, is higher than that tariff for 7y close enough to
one.
O

Proposition 4 suggests that the move from an FTA to a CU may imply higher
protection levels against non members. The intuition is the following. In the asymmetric equilibrium of an FTA with binding ROO, the low-protection country faces no
lobbying pressure, as producers in that country free-ride on the other country's high
tariff; moreover, it collects no tariff revenue in equilibrium. In a CU, by contrast, not
only does it face lobbying pressure (as producers have no arbitrage opportunity left)
but it also collects tariff revenue. As for the FTA's high-tariff country, it now collects
tariff revenue on all of its imports, thereby reducing the marginal welfare cost of the
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tariff on good 3. In the case of FTAs without binding ROO, consumer arbitrage forces
the (common) equilibrium tariff down to the least protectionist country's preferred
level; thus, it is as if the most protectionist country's lobby had no voice. By contrast, the institutional setting of a CU ensures that all lobbies make their voice heard
irrespective of the potential scope for arbitrage.19
The following corollary helps explain why FTAs without ROO are never observed.
Corollary 1 A shallow-integration CU is always weakly preferred (in the sense of

V) to an FTA without rules of origin.

Proof As a shallow-integration cu maximizes the joint. welfare of A and B under
the constraint of a unique tariff, it suffices to show that there exists a solution q„. to the
problem: maxq V A (q)+V B (q) such that V (TO > V i [min {4-A , 4- B}] for i = A, B, with
strict inequality for one country. Suppose, without loss of generality, that 4B < 4A.
At 4 13 , V B is stationary and V A increasing; so any deviation to 4- 43 E, for e > 0
arbitrarily small, makes A better off while imposing only second-order costs on B.
Therefore q„ =
E satisfies our requirements.
0

Although the proof of Corollary 1 discusses only Pareto improvements over what
member countries get in an FTA without ROO, a wider range of shallow-integration
CUs becomes acceptable when inter-country transfers are available.
Finally, if both countries are identical except for the parameter a, it follows from
the proof of proposition 4 that the CET is set at just the mid-point between the mostpreferred tariffs of A and B (namely, I-. A and e3).

5.2 Deep integration
We assume now that political and economic integration lead to the emergence of a
single agency in charge of trade policy and subject to union-wide lobbying influence
according to the logic of section 2. This agency chooses the CET by taking into account
union-wide lobbying contributions and union-wide social welfare. Thus, unlike in the
case of shallow integration, country characteristics are aggregated. In order to simplify
the notation, we impose the (otherwise inconsequential) assumption that the wage
elasticity of labour demand is, in each. country, the same in all sectors. As shown in
our earlier paper, this implies that el = Az in each sector.
19 Winters (1995) presents arguments that reinforce the second part of proposition 4. Due to what
he calls 'restaurant bill' arguments, he suggests that when countries negotiate over several goods,
the CET reached through bargaining will be closer to the protection level in the most protectionist
country.
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We use upper-case letters to indicate union-wide variables so B is the share of
capital in sector 3's union-wide revenue; M is the wage elasticity of the union-wide
supply of good 3; A is the share of sector 3 in the union's total employment, 0 is
the union-wide import/output ratio in sector 3, and Em is the price elasticity of the
union's import demand of good 3. Finally, A is the union-wide welfare parameter,
for simplicity assumed to be the same as the common pre-cu welfare parameter of
member countries. Thus T, the CET on good 3, is determined by:
1 + T A(MA — 0Em)

(20)

In order to express union-wide variables (elasticities and shares) as functions of
country variables and to determine how the union-wide lobbying equilibrium compares
with national ones, let -yn, = 70/(mA m B )) be country A's share of the CU's output
is its share in the CU's overall labour force. Then:
of good 3 and ,eyt
=

/

)
+ LB)

=

B
NO A 4" ( 1 'MOB
M = NitA + (1
= NO A + (1 — -yy)OB
A = 1,1AA + (1 _ „yi)AB
Ern = 77ne m,A + (1 7noem,A
Noting that -ym = 7y 0 11 10 and rearranging, (20) can be rewritten as:
T
1+T

7011 + ( 1 7y)PB

a[-yy(itAA _

9,4 em,A) + (1 — ..),y)(fLBA — oBem,B)]

(21)

Proposition 5 establishes the main result of this section, namely that the CU's
under deep integration on good 3 need not be a convex combination of the most
preferred CU tariffs of its members.
CET

Proposition 5 When a CU is such that (i) (19i ,em'i ) are negatively correlated across
member countries; and (ii) member-country economies are sufficiently asymmetric in
, then the CU's CET under deep integration may be higher than the CET under
shallow integration.
Proof
roof .

Observe that if (0i ,em'i ) are negatively correlated across i and values of
t2 , yz , 0' and em'z are sufficiently far apart, [N (LAA — odt e m,A) + (1 _ ,.yy )(ps A — oB e m,B )1
needs not be a convex combination of (p i Ai Oiem'i ) for i = A, B. Therefore T can
be higher than max {0; 0} (or lower than min {IA ; iB}).
0

Proposition 5 establishes the surprising result that under deep integration, when
a CU sets its trade policy in a manner similar to that of its member countries before
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they joined (and national lobbies merge into pan-union lobbies), its CET need not
be a convex combination of the tariffs that its members would prefer in a shallowintegration CU. 2° The reason is that as the FOC for the optimum level of the CET
defines the latter as a nonlinear function of country-specific parameters, it matters
whether one takes that FOC before or after aggregating. Thus, not only will a deepintegration Cu never have free trade, but as 4/ > .4t and q* may be higher in a
{qA,
deep-integration Cu than the maximum{4A
of such a CU may end up imposing
a stiffer tariff on good 3 than its most protectionist member would do in an FTA.
Hence, ceteris paribus, social welfare may decrease with the deepening of integration.

6 Concluding remarks
Previous studies of the effects of regional integration on protection against nonmember imports (e.g. Panagariya and Findlay, 1994, or Richardson, 1994) suggested
that lobbying pressure would tend to fall. The common intuition of these results was
that lobbying power would be diluted in a large trading block compared to a single
country, either because the central government would become more difficult to influence, or because larger lobbies would fall increasingly victim to free-riding a la Olson.
We revisited this issue by exploring systematically how protectionist pressures towards
non-members unfolded under several institutional arrangements for RIAs. We used a
general equilibrium framework that integrates the efficiency and political motives in
tariff formation policy which have usually been handled separately in discussions of
the effects of RIAs.
Our results suggest that deepening integration may, in fact, work towards reinforcing protectionist pressures against non-members. The general intuition is the
following. In FTAs (the lowest form of regional integration), tariff-revenue competition
and consumer arbitrage opportunities within the area tend to reduce the ability of
member-country governments to set their trade policies vis-a-vis non-member countries independently. Consequently, the influence of protectionist lobbies on the trade
policy of member countries is reduced; in fact, we show that some FTAs will be characterized by asymmetric equilibria where one of the member countries eliminates all
tariffs. By contrast, the institutional arrangement of a CU eliminates any scope for
intra-block arbitrage, so that all lobbies make their voice heard in the policy-making
process. It turns out that in the deepest degree of integration, where lobbies merge
and the CU's trade policy is directly set by a central agency (such as the European
Commission), the equilibrium tariff may lie outside of the range of individual members' preferred levels. This sugggests that (abstracting from lobbying-power dilution
20 Consider, for example, A A = 0.3, O A = 0.4, OA = 0.1, e = _ 3, a A = 10, p A = —0.2, AB = 3,
/343 = 0.4, B B = 3, EB = — 0.1, a B = 10 p13 = —0.3. Then IA = IB = 20% and the bargained CET
under shallow integration can only be 20%. However, assuming 7 v = 0.4 and 71 = 0.6, when we
aggregate these two asymmetric economies to consider deep integration, the CET is T = 21%.
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arguments a la Olson mentioned earlier) a deep-integration Cu may end up being
even more protectionist than the most protectionist of its members.
While these outcomes are only possible and formalize some of the concerns expressed recently about the spreading of regionalism on a worldwide basis, they should
not be interpreted to imply that deepening regionalism is necessarily biased towards
trade diversion. Regional integration helps internalizing some of the negotiation difficulties encountered in multilateral negotiations with a large number of participants,
leading to more integrated markets. Moreover, it can promote the creation of institutions increasing the efficiency of markets, institutions that would be too costly to
set up in the absence of deep integration. Nonetheless, on balance, the results here
give no indication that regional integration would systematically lead to a reduction
in lobbying pressures against non-members.
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Appendix
Derivation of the optimal political tariff.
Start with equation (3) and derive first the contribution term:
az,yk — tk awlaqk
--e s awiaq,
aq k

for k = s
for k # s

(22)

where awiaq k stands for the derivative of w w.r.t. qk obtained by differentiating the labour-market
equilibrium conditions while holding the price of all goods other than k constant. Then using (22),
the effect of a change in qk on aggregate political contributions (i.e. on producer surplus in all
sectors) is :
4OW
(97k
(23)
= Yk
aqk
aqk
where P = Es 4.
We turn now to the welfare effect, i.e. the second term in (3), concentrating on the case of an
import-competing sector (the derivation is similar for an export sector). At any point, the economy
is characterized by its income-expenditure identity, namely
E(1, q, W)

1-

R(1, q, k, t) + T (q) (24)

where 1 is the price of the numeraire. E(.) is the economy's expenditure function, R(.) is its revenue
function, k is the vector of n + 1 specific factors, and T(.) is tariff revenue. The homogeneity properties of (24) implies that only relative prices can be determined. Differentiating this identity with
respect to qk and letting Ek and Rk stand respectively for the partial derivatives of the expenditure
and revenue functions with respect to qk gives
Ek + .147

aw
aT
= Rk +
.
aqk
aqk

(25)

Let m k [q k , w(q)] E- Ck(qk) yk [q k , w(q)] be sector k's import-demand function, ck and yk being
respectively the domestic consumption and production of good k. Rearranging (25) and using
Shephard's and Hotelling's lemmas, together with the fact that the marginal utility of income is one
under (1), we have

awaT
=—
+
•
aqk
aqk

(26)

Choose units so that all international prices are equal to one; tk = qk — 1 is the tariff rate, the
specific and ad-valorem forms being here identical. Tariff revenue can be written as T [q ; w(q)] =
Es t
(q), so that, isolating sector k for future use,

E is Ow aqk
am, OW

aT
arrik
= Mk + t k Wk–
aqk
Substituting this into (26) gives

aW
aqk

&Mc
=tk –
dqk

+

E ts am, aqk
OW

sk

OW

Combining (27) with (23), (3) can be written as equation (4).
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(27)

